AZ SHADES

AZ SHADE SAIL
INFO PACK
Use this guide to help plan, choose your best shade sail
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SHADES:

AZ SHADES

Why AZ

Because . . . . . .
✓ We offer the BEST PRICE with the BEST QUALITY
✓ We Service all NSW, 7 days a week!
✓ We offer NO FEE design consultation and QUOTES FREE of charge
✓ We do have the BEST & Fully licensed DESIGNERS &
INSTALLATION TEAM
✓ We use the LATEST TECHNOLOGY for manufacturing and
installing custom shade sails

✓ We offer the BEST WARRANTY on all our products and services

How AZ

SHADE Works & Supporting You

Firstly; Please fill out an Enquiry online or call
us for submitting your request and provide us
with information about your requested shade sail

Secondly; Our sale team by providing you
a Quote ID, will process your Enquiry to
design section

Thirdly; Our professional designers will
arrange a site visit to present the best
options for your shade sail

Finally; Our sales estimators, will provide
you with a free quote & the best price based
on design options in 2-3 days
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AZ SHADES

Call us on 0466 3000 86
or Fill out an

ENQUIRY here AZSHADES.COM.AU

for a

FREE AZ SHADE Quote today!

AZ SHADE SAIL & STRUCTURES
SHADE SAILS

Commercial

Residential

Education
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AZ SHADE SAIL & STRUCTURES
SHADE SAIL STRUCTURES
HIP ROOF

Custom

HYPAR SHADE SAIL

TRIAX

RETRACTABLE

UMBRELLA
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AZ SHADE SAIL
SHADE SAIL USES

CAR PORT

PRIVACY SCREENS

SWIMMING POOL

CAFÉ & RESTAURANT

BALCONY

CHILDCARES
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Call us on 0466 3000 86
or Fill out an

ENQUIRY here AZSHADES.COM.AU

for a

FREE AZ SHADE Quote today!

AZ SHADE TESTIMONIALS
Mas Williams (commercial waterproof shade sail-141 Sq. meters)
“Perfect waterproof shade sail for our carwash and special thanks to design
team for considering all parameters before starting installation. I am happy
after three years and will recommend AZ Shade to others”

Tom Xu (Residential shade sail-58 Sq. meters)
“These guys are really professional and fast. I’m glad decided to give them
my job.”

Susan (Residential shade sail-81 Sq. meters)
“AZ shade made few shade sails in my property; carport area, balcony and
one shade sail for swimming pool area. I’m super happy with their
installation”
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AZ SHADE FAQs
How we put tension on shade sail?
We are using three main methods for tensioning a shade sail; Firstly, Height
variation. Secondly, Perimeter wire rope. Thirdly, tensioning hardware
Are shade sails waterproof?
While, Anti-UV shade sails can support shading area against hails, but they
are not waterproof.
Can AZ shades provide waterproof shade sails?
Yes. AZ shades provides the best quality waterproof shade sails. Please
contact our sale team for acquiring more information regarding waterproof
shade sails
Could AZ shade provide flame resistance shade sails?
Yes, based on costumer request, AZ shade can provide flame resistance
shade sails in accordance with Australian Standard Engineering. Flame
resistance of shade sails is related to HDPE structure of shade fabric

How long should AZ shade sail last?

AZ shade sails are designed and manufactured to last for many years,
because of using the best design and quality materials.
Could shade sail make playground area cool?
Yes, shade sails are one of perfect solution for keeping parks and
playground safe from sun’s harmful rays and cool.
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